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Our Solutions
1 Stickers
Our first solution addresses the issue of the queuing system. We
use stickers on the ground to clearly designate areas for waiting,
paying, and food pickup. These aim to minimize the confusion that
stems from the lack of spatial organization.
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The Problem

Due to the spatial design of the Marketplace in the
University Center, many students faced confusion with
the wayfinding of ordering, causing miscommunication
and frustrations between dining staff and students. The
question we tried to solve is: “How can we alter the
spatial design to improve efficiency for the dining staff
and CMU students?”
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2
Snack and Drink Counter

Our Objectives
Make the ordering process less confusin
Provide designated areas for ordering and waitin
Reorganize space to minimize interference with
people walking through the Marketplace

2 Viet Nom³
Our second solution is a speculative eatery, Viet Nom³, using
an electronic ordering system. This would minimize
miscommunication between staff and students as well as
streamline the process of ordering and picking up food.
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How are you paying?
Block

Challenges We Faced
Coordinating time to meet with Carnegie Mellon
Dining Services staf
Understanding the scope and scale of our
design intervention
Ideating possible solutions for the dining
experience
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Entree

Bánh Mì $9

Sandwich with pickled radish and carrot, cilantro,
jalapeno, and cucumber on a toasted baguette

Beef

Chicken

Pork

Veggie

Phở $10
Soup with broth and rice noodles. Comes with a
side of bean sprouts, herbs, and lime

Beef

Chicken

Pork

Veggie

Do you want anything else?

Order #

Your order will be ready soon
Go Back

Add to Block

Pay Now

Thank you!

Cảm ơn!


Dinex, Cash,
Card
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